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Taty'18 & Jerandy'22
Dear HEOP Alumni and Parents,
The HEOP Parent and Alumni Reach is an initiative aimed to increase collaboration and
partnership between the current HEOP community members, our former MMC HEOP
students, and the parents of HEOP! As HEOP students and interns on the Leadership
Council, Jerandy & Zaheraa were able to meet with several HEOP Alum to discuss tips
regarding various topics that could benefit the HEOP community, including; internships,
graduate school, professional development, and student success.
Each month of the Spring 2021 semester, Jerandy and Zaheraa conducted an interview
with an alum that focused on a particular theme. Over the course of the semester, three
HEOP alum volunteered to offer their wisdom with the HEOP community. During the
month of February, Tatiana Valencia ’18 shared tips on work-life balance, self-care, and
goal-setting. In March, Catherine Shimabuku ’20 shared her experience applying to
graduate school and her journey during her first year. The final interviewee of the
semester was Bryan Veloz ’17 who discussed the importance of asking questions and
networking with professionals via LinkedIn. Bryan currently serves as an Associate
Producer for the popular children's television network, Nickelodeon!
Jerandy & Zaheraa enjoyed meeting, networking, and learning from the HEOP Alum and
are thrilled to share the tips with our peers! On behalf of the HEOP community, we would
like to send a special thank you to all the alumni who participated in the Tips with HEOP
Alumni interviews. We appreciate all the words of wisdom and knowledge that you
shared with us.
We look forward to connecting with more HEOP Alum in the future!
Sincerely,
Jerandy Beato ’22 and Zaheraa Ramsahoye-Khan ‘23
HEOP Parent and Alumni Engagement Managers/Interns

"I learned how important
it is to step out your
comfort zone and to
build connections with
fellow community
members " - Diana
Camilo' 22
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